Every Vote Counts Come Tax Season

24 | TAX / TECHNOLOGY
2011 Tax Software Survey
by Paul Bonner
CPA tax practitioners weigh in on the tax return preparation platforms they use. This year, more than 10,000 told us how each of the major products performed.

For CPAs who provide tax preparation services
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30 | FINANCIAL REPORTING / INTERNATIONAL
New IASB Leader Embraces Challenges
by Matthew G. Lamoreaux
In this JofA exclusive interview, IASB Chairman Hans Hoogervorst discusses the challenges of heading the International Accounting Standards Board on the eve of the SEC's decision on whether to use IFRS for financial reports of U.S. public companies.

For all CPAs

34 | IN PRACTICE
Highlights of Corporate Governance Research
by Cynthia E. Boll-Lee, CPA; David B. Farber, Ph.D.; and Stephen R. Moehle, CPA, Ph.D.
Several corporate governance developments have occurred in the wake of the high-profile scandals of the past decade. Academic research has closely monitored these developments. In this article, the authors summarize important academic findings and observations recently published in prominent accounting and finance journals.

For CPAs in business and industry
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40 TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP
Pivotal Advance Boosts Excel's Power
by Jeff Lenning, CPA/CITP
PivotTables are well established as one of Excel's most effective features, but even PivotTables have struggled to combine and summarize data stored in a variety of locations and formats, making it difficult for CPAs to create certain types of reports. A new tool, PowerPivot, addresses this problem by allowing users to create previously impossible PivotTables that enhance Excel's efficiency and effectiveness.

For all CPAs who use Excel

46 REGULATION / FINANCIAL PLANNING
Fund Advisers Face New Registration, Reporting Regs
by Jeffrey Gilman, J.D.
The SEC issued several sets of rules to implement changes included in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010. The rules include new registration and reporting requirements for advisers to hedge funds and other private funds, and define "family offices" that are excluded from the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.

For CPAs who are advisers to hedge funds or private funds, or who advise family offices

50 TAX / PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING
Advising Financially Stressed Clients
by Gail R. Petryck, Esq., Coleen Troutman, CPA, Ph.D., and Mollie T. Adams, CPA, Ph.D.
When clients owe more to creditors than they can pay, they may not be able to avoid bankruptcy. But with your advice, they can at least avoid making a bad financial situation worse.

For all CPAs who provide tax and personal financial planning services
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